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• Consecutive interpreting
• Simultaneous interpreting
• Liaison interpreting OR
• Public Service Interpreting (PSI)
CONSECUTIVE INTERPRETING

- Done **AFTER** the speech – interpreter listens to the whole speech before interpreting
- Delivered in front of a **LARGE AUDIENCE**
- May involve **NOTE-TAKING**
- Interpreters rely on **ACTIVE LISTENING**
SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETING

• Done **WITH** the speech – interpreter listens to the speech and interprets at the same time
• Delivered from a **BOOTH**
• May involve **CHUCHOTAGE**
• Interpreters rely on **SPLIT ATTENTION**
LIAISON INTERPRETING/PSI

- Done in **DIALOGICAL** form
- Delivered **BILATERALLY**
- May involve **DIFFERENT MODES**
- Interpreters work in **(IN)FORMAL** and **INTERACTIVE** context
- **IMPARTIALITY** is fundamental
Where do we need interpreting?

- **INSTITUTIONS**
  - EU, UN, ECJ, WHO, etc.

- **PRIVATE MARKET**
  - Commercial interpreting
  - Courts, police stations, etc.
  - Telephone, remote interpreting
What is needed on the market?

According to the AIIC 2012 report:

• 85.2% days reported by freelancers were in **simultaneous**

• 6.9% (or 6 days per year) were pure **consecutive**
  o 8% (or 7 days per year) if we add **liaison**